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ABSTRACT

Results of statistical noise smoothing of the electron momentum distribution got by
two-dimensional angular correlation of the electron-positron annihilation radiation tech-
nique on untwinned Y Ba2C\i30-;-i single crystals are reported. Two distinct signatures
of the sheet of Fermi surface related to the CuO chains (the ridge) are resolved. The first
occurs at second Umldapp processes, in agreement with previous evidence. The second
one, identified for the first time, occurs at third Umklapp processes. Comparison with
FLAPVV calculations confirms this result.
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Converging experimental evidence on the existence of a sheet of Fermi surface related

to the CuO chains (the ridge) in YBa^Cu^Ot^t single crystals has been obtained in the

last two years on several setups implementing the technique of two-dimensional angular

correlation of the electron-positron annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR) (Haghighi et aJ. [1,

2], Smedskjaer et ai. (3 - 5J}, Geneva group [6 - 9].

As argued by Haghighi et aJ. [1, 2], and shown by detailed theoretical FLAPW calcula-

tions (Massidda [10]), the best ridge signature comes from second Umklapp processes.

Further confirmation of this CuO chain related ridge has been obtained from off-line

processing of 2D-ACAR data by means of a window least squares (ULS) method of statistical

noise smoothing (Adam et ai. [11]).

The ULS method approach to data analysis under explicit implementation of the Neu-

mann principle relating the symmetry of the momentum distribution to that of the crystal

reciprocal lattice had two important practical consequences. Firstly, it allowed derivation

of quantitative criteria of quality assessement of the collected 2D-ACAR data. Then, under

an affirmative answer, given the large angular aperture of our detectors {Bisson et aJ. [12]),

the question naturally arose whether a sizeable ridge signature at third Umklapp processes

is present in our data as well. The answer was affirmative. Theoretical FLAPW calculations

confirm this finding.

The 2D-ACAB. statistics was accumulated on a 401 x 401 pixel grid with a discretization

step of 0.15 mrad. It projects the electron momentum distribution onto the a — b plane

(c-projection), of untwinned YBaiCu3Ors single crystals (p, axis along [010], py axis

along [100]).

The location of the zero-momentum projection onto the histogram plane (also called

the histogram centre or the F point of the histogram) was successively computed over

pixel manifolds D(m) mapping projections of reciprocal lattice regions centred at V and

comprising (2m + 1) x (2m + 1) times the extension of the first Brillouin zone (i.e., up to

m-th Umklapp processes). Both least-squares and centre-of-gravity methods were used to

derive centre coordinates. Their agreement as well as their independence on the manifold

D(m) provided valuable information on the quality of the measurement.

For the experimental data at hand, the F point was found to be located within the

IQ = —5, jo = —1 pixel, at fractionary coordinates showing the following dependence on



t
t

the manifold D(m). (Here, denote centre coordinates yielded by the least-squares

approach, while (£C#I'?G)* centre coordinates yielded by ihe centre-of-gravity approach.)

1 -0.083? 0.0604 -0.0618 0.0454

2 -0.0153 0.1436 0.0296 0.1997

3 -0.0007 0.1635 0.0923 0.2934

Subsequent analysis was done using (fo.'/o) values at m = 3.

Within the chi-square approach, each (i,j)-th pixel of the smoothed histogram asso-

ciates a chi-square sum which provides Z.j-norm measure for the goodness of acceptance

of (t,j)-th pixel for the F point. Computation of a 3 x 3 "molecule", centred at f, of such

chi-square sums provides information on crystal twinning and on spectrum Czv anisotropy.

The final 3 x 3 chi-square sum molecule characterizing the smoothed unsymmeJrized data

over the D(3) manifold are given below:

50.02 26.80 50.04

26.16 2.949 26.15

50.03 26.80 50.01

The expected orthorhombic reciprocal lattice point symmetry is satisfied by this

set within at least three significant figures. The departure from unity of the ratios

Xo(O, l)/ \ i j( l i0) shows that the used crystal was twin-free. The spectrum anisotropy

is inferred from the ratio (xi)(l,0) - Xo(0 'l))/XoU'°) to be about 2.5 percent, in good

agreement with other estimates.

Fermi surface ridges are evidenced in this paper within extended zone analysis from

the inspection of the C?v anisotropy of the smoothed data F, ; ,

Comparison of values (1) obtained from unsymmetrized and symmetrized smoothed

outputs showed good control of the instrumental errors during data acquisition. In what

follows, Civ anisotropy (1) is assumed to be derived from symmetrized smoothed data.

An overall view of the anisotropy (1) of the experimental data is given in Fig. 1. Plots

of slices through these data provide convenient representations of two important ridge

signatures.

Fig. 2 shows the ridge at second Umklapp positron annihilations (p r = ±13.2 mrad),

in close agreement with FLAPW theoretical predictions (Fig. 3) and with previous experi-

mental evidence [1 - 9]. Differences between theory and experiment may be attributed to

the different oxyjenation levels in the experimental sample (6 ~ 0.15) and the theoretical

model (<5 = 0).

Fig. 4 reports, for the first time, ridge resolution at third Umkl&pp positron annihi-

lations. Theoretical FLAPW calculations confirm this resuit (Fig. 5).

The substantially lower values of the signal to noise ratio at third Umklapp processes

still leaves a sizeable level of the residual noise. To get further insight into the ridge

signature, alternative representations of the experimental and FLAPW results are given in

figures 6 and 7 respectively. Here, cuts at third Umklapp are made at places covering

2D projections of reciprocal lattice which equal half of the extension of the first Brillouin

zone. The contour lines in the basal plane show a well resolved ridge, about 15 pixel wide

(~ 2.2 mrad), within firmly established reliability bounds of the WLS method [13]. A well

resolved ridge length of ~ 9.5 mrad along p^-axis followed from the contour lines in an

extended representation [11].
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Overall view of the experimental Civ anisotropy (1). Actual ranges of px and

p , around point V: from -22.2 mrad to 22.2 mrad.

The known second Umklapp ridge is obvious along pv axis.

Note: in Figs 1, 2, 4, and 6, the values along z-axis follow from the number of counts

in the accumulated statistics.

Fig. 2. Slice evidencing second Utnklapp ridge along py in the experimental Cj,,

anisotropy (1): p r € {9.0 mrad, 22.2 mrad}, py g (-22.2 mrad, 0.0 mrad}.

Weak third Umklapp ridge is also noticeable along pv axis {pt g {15,20} mrad).

P

to

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, FLAPW calculations.

Note: in Figs 3, 5, and 7, the values along ;-axis denote the same arbitrary units.

Fig. 4. Slice evidencing third Umklapp ridge along pv in the experimental Ctv

anisotropy (1): pt € {13.8 mrad, 22.2 mrad}, py 6 {-22.2 mrad, 0.0 mrad}.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, FLAPtf calculations.

Fig. 6. Window through experimental data at third Umklapp ridge covering an area

equal to half of the 2D projection of the first Brillouin zone: pc 6 {15.75 mrad, 22.2 mrad},

p , € {0.0 mrad, 3.15mrarf}. Contour lines in the basal plane illustrate the good ridge

resolution.

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, FLAPW calculations.
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